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Summer is upon us but that doesn’t mean the research or the ECSA excitement stops. We’ve been busily
planning next year’s activities and this newsletter will give you a taste of what is coming.
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As always, we’re always happy to hear from you or seeing you at our meetings and social events. If you have
any feedback, questions or ideas, feel free to contact us on: ecsa@iarc.fr

Science Café

With our thanks…

IARC Science Café, part of the IARC
seminar series, is an opportunity for
anyone (students, post-docs and/or staff)
to informally share their research
interests and provide some insight
current IARC projects.

The Organising Committee would like to take
this opportunity to thank

We encourage ECSA members to
participate in Science Café as it gives the
opportunity to showcase the work we’re
involved in. This also gives a great
opportunity to:
• Trial a new presentation or idea in a
friendly and safe setting
• Practice
presentation
and
communication skills
• Network with peers
• Get advice and feedback
• Engage in a conversational exchange
about our projects or ideas
• Increase opportunities to collaborate
within IARC
If you would like to give a science café or
have any questions, look at the Science
café community page to see the
upcoming session calendar, post a
suggestion
or
view
previous
presentations. Otherwise, feel free to
contact the Science Café Committee on
sciencecafe@iarc.fr

Hana Huskova
the outgoing co-chair of ECSA, for all of the
effort she has put into ECSA for over 12
months as education and training office as
well as co-chair.
Her dedication and
leadership has helped
ECSA enormously. She
has taught us a great
deal about Massive
Open Online Courses
(MOOCs), the Czech
Republic and herself.
It has been a pleasure working with and
getting to know Hana and we are sorry she
will no longer be part of the committee.
We’re happy that she will still be an ECSA
member so at least we haven’t lost her
completely!

Language Lunches
There are informal “language” lunches at
IARC for people who speak French,
German, Dutch, Spanish and Russian (at
any level). If you’d like to join in, send an
email to Olaf Kelm (or Tuvshinjargal
Chimed for Russian) for more details.
Would you like to organise lunch for
another language group? Contact ECSA
and we’ll help you get started!

ECSA International Dinner… with Vitaly in the Russian Federation
In September/October we will be organising
dinner at a Russian restaurant here in Lyon. Our
very own ECSA co-chair, Vitaly Smelov will
explain all the delightful cuisine of his home
country to us (in great detail). Watch out for an
invitation email which will be coming in the next
few weeks.

Did you know…
The Russian
Federation and the
USA are less than
4kms apart at the
nearest point.

Language Corner
Have a heart…en français
There are so many interesting expressions in
French so how about you open your heart to
some of these ones.

Continuing on from the summary in the last
newsletter, here are more commonly
confused adjectives in English. Soon you’ll
be making fewer mistakes and English
grammar will become less confusing.

Source: http://www.bitrebels.com/geek/a-bloggersrefresher-course-in-english-grammar-4-infographics/
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Source: http://love-your-french.tumblr.com/post/43072574263

Take the confusion out of English

